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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH  

This chapter the researcher going to present the result and discussion of the 

data obtaining from research of the analysis of pronunciation errors of silent 

letters on the XII graders At The Darut Thalibin senior high school, Ponteh 

Village.  

A. Result of Research 

Researcher explains the research findings of the pronunciation errors of 

silent letters on the XII graders At The Darut Thalibin senior high school Ponteh, 

village. To obtain the data the researcher uses offline and process to get the data 

for this research. The researcher will explain the results, namely; what are the 

pronunciation errors of silent letters made by the XII graders At The Darut 

Thalibin senior high school, Ponteh Village and what are the factors XII graders 

often have pronunciation errors of silent letter. 

1. The pronunciation errors of silent letters made by the XII graders 

At The Darut Thalibin Senior High School, Ponteh Village 

Based on the result of the pronuncing errors of silent letters, on march 

14, 2022. The researcher gave twenty-two words from several kinds of 

silent letters consisting of silent letters of K, B, T, P, W, U, GH, C, D, L, 

N,S to be read by class XII  students, then recorded by the researcher and 

the results  of the recording and the researcher transcript it.  
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a. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “K” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “K” 

No. Position Words 

1. Initial Knock 

2. Initial  Knee 

 

The  first student, Farhan Ramadhani read /knock/ with /knok/ and read 

/knee/ with /kne/.  

The first student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford dictionary, words of knock and knee in correct 

pronunciation is /nɒk/ and /niː/.1 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).2 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter K 

correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

 
1Oxford, Learners Pocket Dictionary, Fourth Edition, (Oxford University Press: 2008), 244.  
2 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi read /knock/ with /knok/ 

and read /knee/ with /ni:/. 

The second student still read silent letter K when he pronounce the 

word of knock. And for the word of knee is correctly when he pronounced 

it. Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter K the word of knock, 

which should be a silent letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not 

read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.3 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter K in the word of 

knock when he pronounced it. But for the word of knee he pronounced with 

the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, accordin g to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).4 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

K correctly in the word of knock. As the theory above the letter K belongs 

to empty letters.   

 
3Oxford,  244.  
4 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi read /knock/ with /knok/ and 

read /knee/ with /knɪ/.  

The third student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.5 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).6 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter K 

correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin read/knock/ with /knok/ and 

read /knee/ with /knɪ/. 

The fourth student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
5Oxford, 244.  
6 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.7 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).8 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi read /knock/ with /knok/ and read 

/knee/ with /kni:/. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).9 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

 
7Oxford, 244.  
8 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
9 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The fifth student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.10 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).11 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter K 

correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read/knock/ with /knok/ and read 

/knee/ with /knɪ/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.12 

 
10Oxford, 244.  
11 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
12Oxford, 244.  
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So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).13 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter K 

correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Vinata Putra, read/knock/ with /knok/ 

and read /knee/ with /kni:/. 

The seventh student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent 

letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.14 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
13 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
14Oxford, 244.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).15 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read/knock/ with /kno:k/ 

and read /knee/ with /ken/. 

The eighth student still read silent letter K when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.16 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).17 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /knock/ with /kna:k/ and read 

/knee/ with /kni:/. 
 

15 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
16Oxford, 244.  
17 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The ninth student still read silent letter K when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.18 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).19 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter 

K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read/knock/ with /kno:k/ and 

read /knee/ with /kni:/. 

The tenth student still read silent letter K when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.20 

 
18Oxford, 244.  
19 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
20Oxford, 244.  
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So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).21 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter K 

correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read/knock/ with /knok/ 

and read /knee/ with /kni:/. 

The eleventh student still read silent letter K when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent 

letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.22 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
21 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
22Oxford, 244.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).23 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read/knock/ with /knak/ and read 

/knee/ with /kni:/. 

The twelfth student still read silent letter K when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent 

letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.24 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).25 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /knock/ with /knak/ and 

read /knee/ with /kni:/. 
 

23 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
24Oxford, 244.  
25 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The thirteenth student still read silent letter K when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter K, which should be a silent 

letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.26 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter K when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).27 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter K correctly. As the theory above the letter K belongs to empty letters.   

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /knock/ with /nɒk/ and read 

/knee/ with /ni:/. 

The fourteenth student, she pronounce it with the correctly 

pronunciation which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter K, because 

silent letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Contained in Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.28 

 
26Oxford, 244.  
27 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
28Oxford, 244.  
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So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation of silent 

letter is correctly, because she not read silent letter K when she pronounced 

the word of knock and knee. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).29 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronounce the letter K 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.   

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read/knock/ with /nɒk/ and 

read/knee/ with /ni:/. 

The fifteenth student, she pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter K, because silent letter K 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /nɒk/ and /niː/.30 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation of silent 

letter is correctly, because she not read silent letter K when she pronounced 

the word of knock and knee. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

 
29 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
30Oxford, 244.  
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have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).31 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronounce the letter K 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

Most of the students do not accurately pronounce the silent letter ‘k’ 

clearly and result in pronunciation errors, as a consequence the teaching 

materials that are prepared must emphasize the practice of pronouncing 

word structures containing “kn” such as “knee” and “knock”.  

b. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “B” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “B” 

No. Position  Words 

1. Medial Subtle 

2. Medial  Plumber   

 

The first student, Farhan Ramadhani,read/subtle/ with /subtle/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plumber/.  

The first student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
31 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.32 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).33 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter B 

correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi,read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ 

and read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The second student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.34 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 
 

32Oxford, 338-443.  
33 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
34Oxford, 338-443.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).35 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The third student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.36 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
35 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
36Oxford, 338-443.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).37 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter B 

correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read/subtle/ with /sibtel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The fourth student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.38 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).39 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

 
 

37 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
38Oxford, 338-443.  
39 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read/subtle/ with /sabel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).40 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The fifth student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.41 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
40 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
41Oxford, 338-443.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).42 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter B 

correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ and read 

/plumber/ with /plumber/. 

The sixth student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.43 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).44 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter B 

correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.  

 
42 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
43Oxford, 338-443.  
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The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ 

and read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The seventh student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Contained in Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.45 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).46 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read/subtel/ with /sabtel/ 

and read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The eighth student still read silent letter B when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
45Oxford, 338-443.  
46 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.47 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).48 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The ninth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.49 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 
 

47Oxford, 338-443.  
48 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).50 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter B 

correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The tenth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent letter B 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.51 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter B when pronounced the word of 

subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
50 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
51Oxford, 338-443.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).52 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter B 

correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read/subtle/ with /subtel/ 

and read/plumber/ with /plumber/. 

The eleventh student still read silent letter B when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent 

letter B when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.53 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter B when pronounced the word 

of subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).54 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

 
52 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
53Oxford, 338-443.  
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The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The twelfth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent 

letter B when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.55 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter B when pronounced the word 

of subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).56 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read/subtle/ with /sabtel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /plamber/. 

The thirteenth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter B, which should be a silent 

letter B when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
55Oxford, 338-443.  
56 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of subtle and plumber in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.57 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter B when pronounced the word 

of subtle and plumber. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).58 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter B correctly. As the theory above the letter B belongs to empty letters.   

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /subtle/ with /sabtel/ and 

read /plumber/ with /ˈplʌmə(r)/. 

The fourteenth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce the 

word of subtle. And for the word of plumber is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter B the word of 

subtle, which should be a silent letter B when it is pronounced it is silent or 

not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.59 
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So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation one word 

is errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter B in the word of 

subtle when she pronounced it. But for the word of plumber she pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).60 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter B correctly in the word of subtle. As the theory above the letter B 

belongs to empty letters.   

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read/subtle/ with /sedel/ and 

read/plumber/ with /ˈplʌmə(r)/. 

The fifteenth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce the 

word of subtle. And for the word of plumber is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter B the word of 

subtle, which should be a silent letter B when it is pronounced it is silent or 

not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.61 
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So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter B in the word of 

subtle when she pronounced it. But for the word of plumber she pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).62 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter B correctly in the word of subtle. As the theory above the letter B 

belongs to empty letters.  

The results of the analysis show that the silent letter “b” is in the middle 

of words such as “plumber” and “subtle”, most of the students clearly 

pronounce the letter “b” which should be silent or not sounded as a 

consequence, teaching materials should pay more attention to the 

pronunciation of words that are similar to the arrangement of “plumber”. 

c. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “T” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “T” 

No. Position Words 

1. Medial Fasten 

2. Medial Listen 

 
62 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The first student, Farhan Ramadhani,read /fasten/ with /fasten/ and read 

/listen/ with /listen/. 

The first student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.63 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).64 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter T 

correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /fasten/ with /festen/ 

and read /listen/ with /listen/.  

 
63Oxford, 161-258.  
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The second student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.65 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).66 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read/fasten/ with /fasten/ and 

read/listen/ with /listen/.  

The third student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
65Oxford, 161-258.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.67 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).68 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter T 

correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read/fasten/ with /fasten/ and 

read/listen/ with /lizen/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.69 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).70 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read/fasten/ with /fasten/ and 

read/listen/ with /listen/.  

The fifth student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.71 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).72 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter T 

correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read/fasten/ with /fasten/ and 

read/listen/ with /listen/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.73 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).74 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter T 

correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 
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The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read/fasten/ with 

/fasten/ and read/listen/ with /listen/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.75 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).76 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read/fasten/ with 

/fasten/ and read/listen/ with /lisen/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter T when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
75Oxford, 161-258.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.77 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).78 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read/fasten/ with /fasten/ and 

read/listen/ with /lizen/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.79 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).80 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter T 

correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read/fasten/ with /festen/ and 

read/listen/ with /lisen/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent letter T 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.81 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word of 

fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).82 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter T 

correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read/fasten/ with /fasten/ 

and read/listen/ with /listen/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent 

letter T when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.83 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word 

of fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).84 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 
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The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read/fasten/ with /fisten/ and 

read/listen/ with /listen/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent 

letter T when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.85 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word 

of fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).86 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read//fasten/ with /festen/ and 

read/listen/ with /leisten/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent 

letter T when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
85Oxford, 161-258.  
86 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.87 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word 

of fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).88 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read/fasten/ with /fazen/ and 

read/listen/ with /lizen/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent 

letter T when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.89 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word 

of fasten and listen. 
 

87Oxford, 161-258.  
88 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
89Oxford, 161-258.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).90 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /fasten/ with /fasen/ and 

read /listen/ with /lise:n/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter T when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter T, which should be a silent 

letter T when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fasten and listen in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfɑːsn/ and /ˈlɪsn/.91 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter T when pronounced the word 

of fasten and listen. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
90 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
91Oxford, 161-258.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).92 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter T correctly. As the theory above the letter T belongs to empty letters. 

In the pronunciation of silent letter “t” which is in the middle of words 

such as “fasten” and “listen” most students clearly pronounce the letter “t” 

which should be silent or not sounded. So, teaching materials must pay 

attention and practice pronunciation to the structure of the word “t” such as 

“listen”. 

d. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “P” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “P” 

No. Position Words 

1. Final Coup  

2. Medial Cupboard 

 

The first student, Farhan Ramadhani,read /coup/ with /kop/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kupbor/.  

The first student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.93 

 
92 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
93Oxford, 100-109.  
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So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of coup 

and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).94 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter P 

correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /coup/ with /koup/ and 

read /cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The second student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.95 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of 

coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

 
94 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
95Oxford, 100-109.  
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have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).96 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /coup/ with /kop/ and 

read /cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The third student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.97 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of coup 

and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).98 

 
96 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
97Oxford, 100-109.  
98 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter P 

correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /coup/ with /kaup/ and 

read /cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.99 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of 

coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).100 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /coup/ with /kap/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

 
99Oxford, 100-109.  
100 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The fifth student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.101 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of coup 

and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).102 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter P 

correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /coup/ with /kap/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
101Oxford, 100-109.  
102 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.103 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of coup 

and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).104 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter P 

correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /coup/ with /koup/ 

and read /cupboard/ with /kapbo:rd/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.105 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of 

coup and cupboard. 
 

103Oxford, 100-109.  
104 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
105Oxford, 100-109.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).106 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read/coup/ with /kop/ 

and read/cupboard/ with /ko:berd/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.107 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of 

coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
106 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
107Oxford, 100-109.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).108 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /coup/ with /kap/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter P when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.109 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of 

coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).110 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter P 

correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

 
 

108 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
109Oxford, 100-109.  
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The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /coup/ with /kap/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter P when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent letter P 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.111 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter P when pronounced the word of coup 

and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).112 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter P 

correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /coup/ with /koup/ 

and read /cupboard/ with /koupbord/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter P when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent 

letter P when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
111Oxford, 100-109.  
112 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.113 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter P when pronounced the word 

of coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).114 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /coup/ with /ka:p/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kapbord/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter P when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent 

letter P when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.115 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter P when pronounced the word 

of coup and cupboard. 
 

113Oxford, 100-109.  
114 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).116 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /coup/ with /kap/ and 

read /cupboard/ with /kaberd/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter P when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent 

letter P when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.117 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter P when pronounced the word 

of coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
116 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).118 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /coup/ with /ka:p/ and read 

/cupboard/ with /kaberd/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter P when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent 

letter P when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.119 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter P when pronounced the word 

of coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).120 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

 
 

118 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
119Oxford, 100-109.  
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The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /coup/ with /ko:u/ and 

read /cupboard/ with /kabord/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter P when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter P, which should be a silent 

letter P when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of coup and cupboard in correct 

pronunciation is /kuː/ and /ˈkʌbəd/.121 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter P when pronounced the word 

of coup and cupboard. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).122 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter P correctly. As the theory above the letter P belongs to empty letters. 

From the results of the analysis show that the silent letter “p” is at the 

end and in the middle of words such as “coup” and “cupboard”, most of the 

students clearly pronounce the letter “p” which should be silent or not 

sounded as a consequence, teaching materials should pay more attention to 
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the pronunciation of words that are similar to the arrangement of “coup” and 

“cupboard”. 

e. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “W” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “W” 

No. Position Words 

1. Medial Answer  

2. Initial  Wrench 

 

The first student, Farhan Ramadhani,read /answer/ with /answer/ and 

read /wrench/ with /wrɪn/.  

The first student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.123 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word of 

answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).124 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter W 

correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /answer/ with /answer/ 

and read /wrench/ with /wren/. 

The second student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.125 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).126 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

 
124 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
125Oxford, 15-516.  
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The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /answer/ with /answer/ 

and read /wrench/ with /wrech/.  

The third student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.127 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word of 

answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).128 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /answer/ with /answer/ 

and read /wrench/ with /wrɪch/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
127Oxford, 15-516.  
128 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.129 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).130 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /answer/ with /answer/ and 

read /wrench/ with /wrench/.  

The fifth student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.131 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word of 

answer and wrench. 
 

129Oxford, 15-516.  
130 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).132 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter W 

correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /answer/ with /answer/ and 

read /wrench/ with /wren/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.133 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word of 

answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
132 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
133Oxford, 15-516.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).134 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /answer/ with 

/answer/ and read /wrench/ with /weɪs/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent 

letter W when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.135 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).136 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

 
 

134 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
135Oxford, 15-516.  
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The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /answer/ with 

/answer/ and read /wrench/ with /wrech/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter W when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.137 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).138 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /answer/ with /answer/ and 

read/wrench/ with /wrɪch/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
137Oxford, 15-516.  
138 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.139 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word of 

answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).140 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /answer/ with /enswer/ and 

read /wrench/ with /wrench/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent letter W 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.141 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word of 

answer and wrench. 
 

139Oxford, 15-516.  
140 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).142 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /answer/ with 

/enswer/ and read /wrench/ with /wrɪnch/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent 

letter W when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.143 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
142 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).144 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /answer/ with /answer/ and read 

/wrench/ with /wrɪn/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent 

letter W when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.145 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).146 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

 
 

144 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
145Oxford, 15-516.  
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The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /answer/ with /answer/ 

and read /wrench/ with /wren/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent 

letter W when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.147 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).148 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /answer/ with /enzer/ and 

read /wrench/ with /rɪnch/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent 

letter W when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

 
147Oxford, 15-516.  
148 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.149 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).150 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /answer/ with /inser/ 

and read /wrench/ with /rench/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter W when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter W, which should be a silent 

letter W when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of answer and wrench in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈɑːnsə(r)/ and /renʧ/.151 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter W when pronounced the word 

of answer and wrench. 
 

149Oxford, 15-516.  
150 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).152 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter W correctly. As the theory above the letter W belongs to empty letters. 

The results of the analysis show that the silent letter “w” is in the 

middle and at the initial of words such as “answer” and “wrench”, most of 

the students clearly pronounce the letter “w” which should be silent or not 

sounded as a consequence, teaching materials should pay more attention to 

the pronunciation of words that are similar to the arrangement of “answer” 

and “wrench”. 

f. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “U” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “U” 

No. Position Words 

1. Medial Circuit  

2. Medial   Guilty 

 

The  first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /circuit/ with /cɪrcuɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /guɪlty/. 
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The first student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Contained in Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.153 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word of 

circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).154 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter U 

correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read/circuit/ with /sɪrkuɪt/ 

and read /guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The second student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

 
153Oxford, 73-198.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.155 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).156 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /circuit/ with /sɪrkuɪt/ 

and read /guilty/ with /guɪlt/.  

The third student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.157 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word of 

circuit and guilty.  
 

155Oxford, 73-198.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).158 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter U 

correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /circuit/ with /kɪrkuɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /jaltɪ/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.159 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).160 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /circuit/ with /sɪrkuɪt/ and read 

/guilty/ with /guɪltaɪ/.  

The fifth student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.161 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word of 

circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).162 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter U 

correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 
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The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /circuit/ with /sɪrcuɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.163 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word of 

circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).164 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter U 

correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /circuit/ with 

/kɪrkuɪt/ and read /guilty/ with /guɪlt/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent 

letter U when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

 
163Oxford, 73-198.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.165 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).166 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /circuit/ with 

/sɪrkuɪt/ and read /guilty/ with /guɪlt/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter U when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.167 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  
 

165Oxford, 73-198.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).168 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /circuit/ with /kɪrcuɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Contained in Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.169 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word of 

circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).170 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter 

U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /circuit/ with /sɪrkuɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent letter U 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.171 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word of 

circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).172 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter U 

correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

 
 

170 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /circuit/ with 

/sɪrkuɪt/ and read /guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent 

letter U when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Contained in Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.173 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).174 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /circuit/ with /cɪrsuɪt/ and read 

/guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent 

letter U when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

 
173Oxford, 73-198.  
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Contained in Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.175 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).176 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /circuit/ with /sɪrsuɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /guɪlti:/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent 

letter U when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.177 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  
 

175Oxford, 73-198.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).178 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /circuit/ with /sɪrkaɪt/ and 

read /guilty/ with /gɪlti:/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent 

letter U when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.179 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).180 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /circuit/ with /sɪrkuɪt/ 

and read /guilty/ with /guɪtɪ/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter U when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter U, which should be a silent 

letter U when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of circuit and guilty in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈsɜːkɪt/ and /ˈgɪlti/.181 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter U when pronounced the word 

of circuit and guilty.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).182 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter U correctly. As the theory above the letter U belongs to empty letters. 

 
180 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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In the pronunciation of silent letter “u” which is in the middle of words 

such as “circuit” and “guilty” most students clearly pronounce the letter “u” 

which should be silent or not sounded. So, teaching materials must pay 

attention and practice pronunciation to the structure of the word “u” such as 

“circuit”. 

g. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “GH” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “GH” 

No. Position Words 

1. Medial Fight  

2. Medial   Right 

 

The  first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪg/.  

The first student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent letter 

GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.183 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word of 

fight and right.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 
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have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).184 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and 

read /right/ with /raɪg/.  

The second student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.185 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word 

of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).186 
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So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and 

read /right/ with /raɪg/.  

The third student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent letter 

GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.187 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word of 

fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).188 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /fight/ with /feɪt/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪg/.  
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The fourth student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.189 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word 

of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).190 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and read 

/right/ with /reɪt/. 

The fifth student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent letter 

GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.191 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word of 

fight and right.   

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).192 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪg/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent letter 

GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.193 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word of 

fight and right. 
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).194 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ 

and read /right/ with /raɪg/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.195 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word 

of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).196 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary 

letters. 

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ 

and read /right/ with /raɪg/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter GH when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.197 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word 

of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).198 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 
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The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪg/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter GH when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.199 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word of 

fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).200 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /fight/ with /faɪ/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪ/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter GH when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.201 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter GH when pronounced the word of 

fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).202 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /fight/ with /faɪt/ and 

read /right/ with /raɪt/.  

The eleventh student, she pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter GH, because silent letter 

GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.203 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation of silent 

letter is correctly, because she not read silent letter GH when she 

pronounced the word of fight and right. 
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).204 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronounce the letter GH 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪg/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter GH when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.205 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter GH when pronounced the 

word of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).206 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary letters. 

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and 

read /right/ with /raɪg/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter GH when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.207 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter GH when pronounced the 

word of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).208 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary 

letters. 
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The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /fight/ with /faɪg/ and read 

/right/ with /raɪg/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter GH when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH, which should be a silent 

letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fight and right in correct pronunciation 

is /faɪt/ and /raɪt/.209 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter GH when pronounced the 

word of fight and right. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).210 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter GH correctly. As the theory above the letter GH belongs to auxiliary 

letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /fight/ with /faɪt/ and 

read /right/ with /raɪg/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter B when she pronounce the 

word of right. And for the word of fight is correctly when she pronounced it. 
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Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter GH the word of right, which 

should be a silent letter GH when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈsʌtl/ and /ˈplʌmə(r)/.211 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter GH in the word of 

right when she pronounced it. But for the word of fight she pronounced with 

the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).212 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter GH correctly in the word of right. As the theory above the letter GH 

belongs to auxiliary letters. 

Most of the students do not accurately pronounce the silent letter ‘gh’ 

clearly and result in pronunciation errors, as a consequence the teaching 

materials that are prepared must emphasize the practice of pronouncing 

word structures containing “gh” such as “fight” and “right”.  

h. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “C” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “C” 
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No. Position  Words  

1. Medial Fascinate  

2. Medial   Descent  

 

The  first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /fascinate/ with /fascɪnate/ 

and read /descent/ with /dɪsken/.  

The first student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.213 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).214 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter C 

correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C belongs 

to empty letters. 
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The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /fascinate/ with 

/fassɪnet/ and read /descent/ with /desen/.  

The second student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.215 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).216 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /fascinate/ with 

/fassaɪnet/ and read /descent/ with /desen/.  
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The third student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.217 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).218 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter C 

correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C belongs 

to empty letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /fascinate/ with /fascɪnet/ 

and read /descent/ with /dɪzen/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.219 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).220 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /fascinate/ with /faskɪnet/ and 

read /descent/ with /desken/.  

The fifth student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.221 
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So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).222 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter C 

correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C belongs 

to empty letters. 

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /fascinate/ with /fascɪnet/ and 

read /descent/ with /dɪˈsent/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter C when he pronounce the word 

of fascinate. And for the word of descent is correctly when he pronounced 

it. Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter C the word of fascinate, 

which should be a silent letter K when it is pronounced it is silent or not 

read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of knock and knee in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.223 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter C in the word of 
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fascinate when he pronounced it. But for the word of descent he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).224 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter C 

correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C belongs 

to empty letters. 

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /fascinate/ with 

/faɪskɪnet/ and read /descent/ with /dɪskɪn/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.225 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 
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have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).226 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /fascinate/ with 

/fassɪnet/ and read /descent/ with /dɪsken/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter C when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.227 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).228 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /fascinate/ with /faskɪnet/ and 

read /descent/ with /desen/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter C when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.229 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).230 
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So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter C 

correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C belongs 

to empty letters. 

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /fascinate/ with /fascɪnet/ 

and read /descent/ with /dɪscen/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter C when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent letter C 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.231 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter C when pronounced the word of 

fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).232 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter C 

correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C belongs 

to empty letters. 
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The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /fascinate/ with 

/fansɪnet/ and read /descent/ with /dɪˈsent/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter C when she pronounce the 

word of fascinate. And for the word of descent is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter C the word of 

fascinate, which should be a silent letter C when it is pronounced it is silent 

or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.233 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter C in the word of 

fascinate when she pronounced it. But for the word of descent she 

pronounced with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).234 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 
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The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /fascinate/ with /faɪsnaɪt/ and 

read /descent/ with /desen/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter C when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent 

letter C when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.235 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter C when pronounced the word 

of fascinate and descent.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).236 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /fascinate/ with /fesnet/ 

and read /descent/ with /desen/.  
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The thirteenth student still read silent letter C when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent 

letter C when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.237 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter C when pronounced the word 

of fascinate and descent. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).238 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /fascinate/ with /faɪzɪnet/ 

and read /descent/ with /dezen/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter C when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent 

letter C when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.239 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter C when pronounced the word 

of fascinate and descent. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).240 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /fascinate/ with 

/fesenet/ and read /descent/ with /dɪzen/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter C when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter C, which should be a silent 

letter C when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of fascinate and descent in correct 

pronunciation is /ˈfæsɪneɪt/ and /dɪˈsent/.241 
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So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter C when pronounced the word 

of fascinate and descent. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).242 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter C correctly in the word of fascinate. As the theory above the letter C 

belongs to empty letters.   

In the pronunciation of silent letter “c” which is in the middle of words 

such as “fascinate” and “descent” most students clearly pronounce the letter 

“c” which should be silent or not sounded. So, teaching materials must pay 

attention and practice pronunciation to the structure of the word “c” such as 

“fascinate”. 

i. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “D” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “D” 

No. Position  Words  

1. Medial Wedge  

2. Medial   Badge  
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The  first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /wedge/ with /wedge/ and 

read /badge/ with /badge/.  

The first student still read silent letter D when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.243 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter D when pronounced the word of 

wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).244 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter D 

correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /wedge/ with /weɪd/ 

and read /badge/ with /beɪd/.  

The second student still read silent letter D when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.245 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).246 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /wedge/ with /wɪd/ and 

read /badge/ with /bæʤ/.  

The third student still read silent letter D when he pronounce the word 

of wedge. And for the word of badge is correctly when he pronounced it. 

Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D the word of wedge which 

should be a silent letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.247 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter D in the word of 
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wedge when he pronounced it. But for the word of badge he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).248 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter D 

correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters. 

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /wedge/ with /wed/ and 

read /badge/ with /bed/. 

The fourth student still read silent letter D when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.249 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.   

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 
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two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).250 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /wedge/ with /wɪd3/ and read 

/badge/ with /bæʤ/.  

The fifth student still read silent letter D when he pronounce the word 

of wedge. And for the word of badge is correctly when he pronounced it. 

Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D the word of wedge which 

should be a silent letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.251 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter D in the word of 

wedge when he pronounced it. But for the word of badge he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).252 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter D 

correctly in the word of wedge. As the theory above the letter D belongs to 

empty letters. 

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /wedge/ with /wɪdge/ and 

read /badge/ with /bed/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter D when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.253 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter D when pronounced the word of 

wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).254 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter D 

correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   
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The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /wedge/ with 

/wɪdge/ and read /badge/ with /beɪg/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter D when he pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent 

letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.255 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).256 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /wedge/ with 

/wɪdge/ and read /badge/ with /bedge/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter D when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

 
255Oxford, 27-503.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.257 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).258 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /wedge/ with /wɪd/ and read 

/badge/ with /bedge/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter D when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.259 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter D when pronounced the word of 

wedge and badge.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).260 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter 

D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.  

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /wedge/ with /wed3/ and 

read /badge/ with /bed3/.  

The tenth student, she pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter D, because silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.261 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation of silent letter 

is correctly, because she not read silent letter D when she pronounced the 

word of wedge and badge. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).262 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronounce the letter D 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /wedge/ with 

/wɪd3e/ and read /badge/ with /bed3e/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter D when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent 

letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.263 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).264 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

 
262 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /wedge/ with /wed/ and read 

/badge/ with /bed/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter D when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent 

letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.265 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).266 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /wedge/ with /wed/ and 

read /badge/ with /bed/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter D when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D, which should be a silent 

letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.267 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter D when pronounced the word 

of wedge and badge.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).268 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter D correctly. As the theory above the letter D belongs to empty letters.   

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /wedge/ with /we:d3/ and 

read /badge/ with /bæʤ/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter D when she pronounce the 

word of wedge. And for the word of badge is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter D the word of 

wedge which should be a silent letter D when it is pronounced it is silent or 

not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.269 
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So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation one word 

is errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter D in the word of 

wedge when she pronounced it. But for the word of badge she pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).270 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter D correctly in the word of wedge. As the theory above the letter D 

belongs to empty letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /wedge/ with /weʤ/  

and read /badge/ with /bæʤ/. 

The fifteenth student, she pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter D, because silent letter D 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of wedge and badge in correct 

pronunciation is /weʤ/ and /bæʤ/.271 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation of silent 

letter is correctly, because she not read silent letter D when she pronounced 

the word of wedge and badge. 
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).272 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronounce the letter D 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

From the results of the analysis show that the silent letter “d” is in the 

middle of words such as “wedge” and “badge”, most of the students clearly 

pronounce the letter “d” which should be silent or not sounded as a 

consequence, teaching materials should pay more attention to the 

pronunciation of words that are similar to the arrangement of “wedge”. 

j. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “L” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “L” 

No. Position  Words  

1. Medial Talk   

2. Medial   Calm  

 

The first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /talk/ with /tal/ and read 

/calm/ with /klam/. 
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The first student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.273 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of talk 

and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).274 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter L 

correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /talk/ with /talk/ and 

read /calm/ with /kalem/.  

The second student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.275 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of 

talk and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).276 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /talk/ with /tolk/ and 

read /calm/ with /kalm/.  

The third student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.277 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of talk 

and calm.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).278 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter L 

correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /talk/ with /tal/ and read 

/calm/ with /klam/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.279 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of 

talk and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).280 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /talk/ with /talk/ and read 

/calm/ with /kalm/.  

The fifth student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.281 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of talk 

and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).282 

So, the result shows that the fifth student did not pronounce the letter L 

correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   
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The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /talk/ with /tel/ and read 

/calm/ with /kalem/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.283 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of talk 

and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).284 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter L 

correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /talk/ with /talk/ 

and read /calm/ with /kalem/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.285 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of 

talk and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).286 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /talk/ with /talk/ 

and read /calm/ with /kalem/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter L when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.287 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of 

talk and calm.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).288 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /talk/ with /tolk/ and read 

/calm/ with /kolm/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter L when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.289 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of talk 

and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).290 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter L 

correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /talk/ with /tolk/ and read 

/calm/ with /kalm/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter L when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent letter L 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.291 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter L when pronounced the word of talk 

and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).292 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter L 

correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   
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The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /talk/ with /talk/ and 

read /calm/ with /kalem/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter L when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent 

letter L when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.293 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter L when pronounced the word 

of talk and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).294 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /talk/ with /talk/ and read 

/calm/ with /cam/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter L when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent 

letter L when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.295 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter L when pronounced the word 

of talk and calm.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).296 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /talk/ with /talk/ and read 

/calm/ with /kelm/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter L when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter L, which should be a silent 

letter L when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.  

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.297 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter L when pronounced the word 

of talk and calm.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).298 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /talk/ with /tolk/ and read 

/calm/ with /ka:m/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter L when she pronounce the 

word of talk. And for the word of calm is correctly when she pronounced it. 

Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter L the word of wedge which 

should be a silent letter L when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.299 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation one word 

is errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter L in the word of 

talk when she pronounced it. But for the word of calm she pronounced with 

the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 
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two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).300 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter L correctly in the word of talk. As the theory above the letter L 

belongs to empty letters. 

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /talk/ with /to:k/ and 

read /calm/ with /kalem/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter L when she pronounce the 

word of talk. And for the word of calm is correctly when she pronounced it. 

Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter L the word of wedge which 

should be a silent letter L when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of talk and calm in correct pronunciation is 

/tɔːk/ and /kɑːm/.301 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because she still read silent letter L in the word of talk 

when she pronounced it. But for the word of calm she pronounced with the 

correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).302 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter L correctly in the word of talk. As the theory above the letter L 

belongs to empty letters. 

In the pronunciation of silent letter “l” which is in the middle of words 

such as “talk” and “calm” most students clearly pronounce the letter “l” 

which should be silent or not sounded. So, teaching materials must pay 

attention and practice pronunciation to the structure of the word “l” such as 

“talk”.  

k. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “N” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “N” 

No. Position  Words  

1. Final  Damn   

2. Final    Column  

 

The first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and read 

/column/ with /kolumen/.  

The first student still read silent letter N when he pronounce the word of 

column. And for the word of damn is correctly when he pronounced it. 

Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter N the word of column which 

should be a silent letter L when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 
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Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.303 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter N in the word of 

column when he pronounced it. But for the word of damn he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).304 

So, the result shows that the first student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column but did not pronunciation correctly. As the 

theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters. 

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /damn/ with /dæm/ 

and read /column/ with /kalam/. 

The second student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word 

of column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when he 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 
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Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.305 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter N in the word of 

column when he pronounced it. But for the word of damn he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).306 

So, the result shows that the second student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column but did not pronunciation correctly. As the 

theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters. 

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and 

read /column/ with /ˈkɒləm/.  

The third student, he pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter N, because silent letter N 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Contained in Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.307 
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So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation of silent letter 

is correctly, because he not read silent letter N when he pronounced the 

word of damn and column. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).308 

So, the result shows that the third student pronounce the letter N 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and 

read /column/ with /ˈkɒləm/.  

The fourth student, he pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter N, because silent letter N 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.309 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation of silent letter 

is correctly, because he not read silent letter N when he pronounced the 

word of damn and column. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 
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have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).310 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and read 

/column/ with /ˈkɒləm/.  

The fifth student, he pronounce it with the correctly pronunciation 

which tends to classify not sounding a silent letter N, because silent letter N 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read.   

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.311 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation of silent letter is 

correctly, because he not read silent letter N when he pronounced the word 

of damn and column. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, g, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w).312 
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So, the result shows that the fifth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly. It is suitable with the theory oxford and Ursula about silent letter.  

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and read 

/column/ with /kolom/.  

The sixth student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word of 

column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when he 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.313 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter N in the word of 

column when he pronounced it. But for the word of damn he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).314 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column and for damn silent letter is correctly but 
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did not pronunciation correctly. As the theory above the letter N belongs to 

empty letters. 

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /damn/ with /deɪm/ 

and read /column/ with /klum/.  

The seventh student not read silent letter N when but he pronounce it 

with uncorrectly pronunciation which tends to classify sounding the word of 

damn and column which should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.315 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors 

because he when pronounced the word of damn and column is uncorrectly 

when pronounced.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).316 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter N correctly. As the theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters.   

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /damn/ with /dæm/ 

and read /column/ with /kolum/.  
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The eighth student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word of 

column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when he 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.317 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter N in the word of 

column when he pronounced it. But for the word of damn he pronounced 

with the correctly pronounciation of silent letters.   

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).318 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column but did not pronunciation correctly. As the 

theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters. 

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and read 

/column/ with /kalem/.  

The ninth student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word of 

column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when she 
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pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.319 

So the result show that the ninth student not read silent letter N but she 

pronounce the word of column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is 

correctly when she pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the 

word of column which should be error when it is pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).320 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column but did not pronunciation correctly. As the 

theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters. 

The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and read 

/column/ with /kalem/.  

The tenth student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word of 

column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 
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Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.321 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because she the word of column when he pronounced 

it. But for the word of damn she pronounced with the uncorrectly 

pronounciation.   

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).322 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column but did not pronunciation correctly. As the 

theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters. 

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /damn/ with /dæm/ 

and read /column/ with /kolem/.  

The eleventh student not read silent letter N but she pronounce the word 

of column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 
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Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.323 

The eleventh student not read silent letter N but she pronounce the word 

of column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).324 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter N correctly in the word of damn. As the theory above the letter N 

belongs to empty letters. 

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /damn/ with /dæm/ and read 

/column/ with /kalem/.  

The twelfth student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word 

of column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when she 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 
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Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.325 

The twelfth student not read silent letter N but he pronounce the word 

of column is uncorrectly. And for the word of damn is correctly when he 

pronounced it. Which tends to classify sounding the word of column which 

should be error when it is pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).326 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronounce the letter N 

correctly in the word of column but did not pronunciation correctly. As the 

theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters. 

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /damn/ with /dem/ and 

read /column/ with /kelem/.  

The thirteenth student not read silent letter N when but she pronounce it 

with uncorrectly pronunciation which tends to classify sounding the word of 

damn and column which should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.327 
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So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors 

because she when pronounced the word of damn and column is uncorrectly 

when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).328 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter N correctly. As the theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters.   

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /damn/ with /de:m/ and 

read /column/ with /kalem/.  

The fourteenth student not read silent letter N when but she pronounce 

it with uncorrectly pronunciation which tends to classify sounding the word 

of damn and column which should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.329 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors 

because she when pronounced the word of damn and column is uncorrectly 

when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 
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have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).330 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter L correctly. As the theory above the letter L belongs to empty letters.   

The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /damn/ with /dem/ and 

read /column/ with /ka:lem/.  

The fifteenth student not read silent letter N, but she pronounce it with 

uncorrectly pronunciation which tends to classify sounding the word of 

damn and column which should be error when it is pronounced. 

Based on the Oxford, words of damn and column in correct 

pronunciation is /dæm/ and /ˈkɒləm/.331 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors 

because she when pronounced the word of damn and column is uncorrectly 

when pronounced. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).332 
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So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter N correctly. As the theory above the letter N belongs to empty letters.   

Most of the students do not accurately pronounce the silent letter “n” 

clearly and result in pronunciation errors, as a consequence the teaching 

materials that are prepared must emphasize the practice of pronouncing 

word structures containing “n” such as “damn” and “column”. 

l. Pronunciation errors of silent letter “S” 

Result of the students pronunciation of silent letter “S” 

No. Position  Words  

1. Medial Island   

2. Medial   Aisle 

 

The first student, Farhan Ramadhani, read /island/ with /ɪslan/ and read 

/aisle/ with /esle/.  

The first student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.333 

So, the result shows that the first student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).334 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter S 

correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The second student, Moh. Marzuki Alfarisi, read /island/ with /laɪslen/ 

and read /aisle/ with /aɪslɪ/.  

The second student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.335 

So, the result shows that the second student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).336 

So, the result shows that the second student did not pronounce the letter 

S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The third student, Moh. Imam Sajarwandi, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ and 

read /aisle/ with /aɪs/.  

The third student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.337 

So, the result shows that the third student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).338 

So, the result shows that the third student did not pronounce the letter S 

correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters. 
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338 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The fourth student, Salman Hasanuddin, read /island/ with /ˈaɪlənd/ and 

read /aisle/ with /aɪsle/.  

The fourth student still read silent letter S when he pronounce the word 

of aisle. And for the word of island is correctly when he pronounced it. 

Which tends to classify sounding a silent letter S the word of aisle which 

should be a silent letter S when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.339 

So, the result shows that the fourth student pronunciation one word is 

errors of silent letter because he still read silent letter S in the word of aisle 

when he pronounced it. But for the word of island he pronounced with the 

correctly pronounciation of silent letters.  

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).340 

So, the result shows that the fourth student did not pronounce the letter 

S correctly in the word of aisle but correctly in the word island. As the 

theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The fifth student, Rofi Aldi Efendi, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ and read 

/aisle/ with /aɪsel/.  

 
339Oxford, 10-236.  
340 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The fifth student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.341 

So, the result shows that the fifth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).342 

So, the result shows that the first student did not pronounce the letter S 

correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The sixth student, Moh. Fahrur Rozi, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ and read 

/aisle/ with /aɪsel/.  

The sixth student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

 
341Oxford, 10-236.  
342 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.343 

So, the result shows that the sixth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).344 

So, the result shows that the sixth student did not pronounce the letter S 

correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The seventh student, Ferdi Anata Virana Putra, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ 

and read /aisle/ with /aɪsle/.  

The seventh student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.345 

So, the result shows that the seventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 
 

343Oxford, 10-236.  
344 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
345Oxford, 10-236.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).346 

So, the result shows that the seventh student did not pronounce the 

letter S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The eighth student, Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ 

and read /aisle/ with /aɪs/.  

The eighth student still read silent letter S when he pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.347 

So, the result shows that the eighth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because he still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
346 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
347Oxford, 10-236.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).348 

So, the result shows that the eighth student did not pronounce the letter 

S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The ninth student, Cindy Aulia Putri, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ and read 

/aisle/ with /aɪzel/.  

The ninth student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.349 

So, the result shows that the ninth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).350 

So, the result shows that the ninth student did not pronounce the letter S 

correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

 
 

348 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
349Oxford, 10-236.  
350 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The tenth student, Thola’ Masfufatun, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ and read 

/aisle/ with /eɪzel/.  

The tenth student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it which 

tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent letter S 

when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.351 

So, the result shows that the tenth student pronunciation errors of silent 

letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word of 

island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).352 

So, the result shows that the tenth student did not pronounce the letter S 

correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The eleventh student, Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, read /island/ with /ɪslen/ 

and read /aisle/ with /aɪsli:/.  

The eleventh student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent 

letter S when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

 
351Oxford, 10-236.  
352 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.353 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word 

of island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).354 

So, the result shows that the eleventh student did not pronounce the 

letter S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The twelfth student, Nur Aisyiyah, read /island/ with /ɪslan/ and read 

/aisle/ with /esle/.  

The twelfth student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent 

letter S when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.355 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word 

of island and aisle. 
 

353Oxford, 10-236.  
354 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
355Oxford, 10-236.  
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Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).356 

So, the result shows that the twelfth student did not pronounce the letter 

S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The thirteenth student, Mahsusi Sakiyah, read /island/ with /ɪslan/ and 

read /aisle/ with /esle/.  

The thirteenth student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent 

letter S when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.357 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word 

of island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

 
356 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
357Oxford, 10-236.  
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dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).358 

So, the result shows that the thirteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

The fourteenth student, Lastri Indasari, read /island/ with /ɪslan/ and 

read /aisle/ with /esle/.  

The fourteenth student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent 

letter S when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.359 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word 

of island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).360 

So, the result shows that the fourteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

 
 

358 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
359Oxford, 10-236.  
360 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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The fifteenth student, Isnaniyatul Firdausi, read /island/ with /ɪslan/ and 

read /aisle/ with /esle/.  

The fifteenth student still read silent letter S when she pronounce it 

which tends to classify sounding a silent letter S, which should be a silent 

letter S when it is pronounced it is silent or not read. 

Based on the Oxford, words of island and aisle in correct pronunciation 

is /ˈaɪlənd/ and /aɪl/.361 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student pronunciation errors of 

silent letter because she still read silent letter S when pronounced the word 

of island and aisle. 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in English 

module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of words in English 

have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward Carney added that classified into 

two kinds of silent letters. They are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and 

dummy letters. Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and 

empty letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).362 

So, the result shows that the fifteenth student did not pronounce the 

letter S correctly. As the theory above the letter S belongs to empty letters.   

From the results of the analysis show that the silent letter “s” is in the 

middle of words such as “island” and “aisle”, most of the students clearly 

pronounce the letter “s” which should be silent or not sounded as 

aconsequence, teaching materials should pay more attention to the 

pronunciation of words that are similar to the arrangement of “aisle”. 

 
361Oxford, 10-236.  
362 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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2. The factors of XII graders pronunciation errors of silent letters 

In this section the researcher conducted interviews to collect 

data..Based on interviews that the researchers conducted on March 13, 

2022 at 07.30-10 am with class XII students. 

The researcher  informed the students that the question was related 

to the pronounciation errors of silent letter. The following are the result 

of interviews with twelve students of class XII.   

a. The first student,silent letter is an informal term for certain letters in 
unread English words. Silent B, silent K, and silent G. Yes, I 
can.Silent K and B. Silent G. The factor is having difficulty when 
practicing pronunciation because in my opinion silent letter is not 
easy to learn and it’s  hard to pronounce because for me the words are 
foreign.363 
 

According to the first student, the factor is silent letter is not 

easy to learn because the words are foreign and make it difficult to 

pronounce.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer  

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their 

ability to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of 

L1 phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary 

because two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the 

same but are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Letter to sound rule confusion  
 

363Nurul Aini Rhomadoni, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, 
Indirect Interview. (March 13 2022). 
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A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English 

pronunciation from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to 

sound rules of English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not 

because of an inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the 

interference of spelling. 364 

So, the result of interview the first student shows that the factors of 

pronunciation errors of silent letters is not easy to learn because the words 

are foreign and make it difficult to pronounce. When linked to the theory 

above, due to transfer between languages, students will have difficulty 

pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the letter to sound 

rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

b. The second student, silent letter is an informal term for letters of the 
alphabet that are not usually pronounced in a single word. Only the 
letters b, c, and g. I can’t, because pronounciation in English is very 
difficult. There isn’t any,silent letter w. The factor is not familiar with 
the pronounciation of the silent letter. Factor that makes the 
pronunciation of the silent letter wrong is in the pronunciation of 
English, because the writing and pronunciation of sentences are very 
different.365 
 

According to the second student, the factor is not familiar with 

the pronunciation of silent letter and the pronunciation of English the 

writing and sentences are different. 

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

 
364 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
365 Thola’ Masfufatun , The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, Indirect 
Interview. (March 13 2022). 
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1. Letter to sound rule confusion  

A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation 

from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of 

English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not because of an 

inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of 

spelling.  

2. Interlanguage transfer  

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

3. Over elaboration 

According to Tarone et al In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Over-

elaboration is usually caused by exposure to language acquisition 

strategies that are heavily reliant on reading and writing, to the 

detriment of speaking. In an attempt to produce accurate target 

language utterances, the learner produces unnative like sited and 

formal speech, which may be syntactically accurate but 

unnatural.366 

 
366 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
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So, the result of interview the second student shows that the factors 

of pronunciation errors of silent letters  is not familiar with the 

pronunciation of silent letter and the pronunciation of English the writing 

and sentences are different. When linked to the theory above, student will 

confusion occurs in the letter to sound rules, that its interferes with 

spelling.  due to transfer between languages, students will have difficulty 

pronouncing English correctly and students are very dependent on 

reading and writing, when students speak there will be difficulties which 

make it difficult to pronounce.    

c. The third student, silent letters that are not pronounced in English. I 
only know one. Night. Silent letters of Gh. Everything except silent 
letter of gh. The English teacher does not teach pronounciation more 
focus on language structure and text comprehension.367 
 

According to the third student, the factor is the teacher not focus 

on teach pronunciation but teach language structure and text 

comprehension. 

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

2. Over elaboration 
 

367Cindy Aulia Putri, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, Indirect 
Interview. (March 132022). 
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According to Tarone et al In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Over-

elaboration is usually caused by exposure to language acquisition 

strategies that are heavily reliant on reading and writing, to the 

detriment of speaking. In an attempt to produce accurate target 

language utterances, the learner produces unnative like sited and 

formal speech, which may be syntactically accurate but unnatural.368 

So, the result of interview the third student shows that the 

factors of pronunciation errors of silent letters is the teacher not focus 

on teach pronunciation but teach language structure and text 

comprehension. When linked to the theory above, the teacher does 

not give direction to students to learn speak with the correct 

pronunciation, but students tend to avoid these aspects and student 

are very dependent on reading and writing, when students speak there 

will be difficulties which make it difficult to pronounce.    

d. The fourth student, silent letter is a combination of letters that are not 
usually pronounced in the pronounciation of a single word. Two 
silent letters that I know. I can. There is not any. G and K. The 
frequent occurrence of errors in reading and understanding it, as well 
as in memorizing the sentences made me read it as simple as 
possible.369 

 
According to the fourth student, the factor is reading and 

understanding it make she frequent occurrence of errors and 

memorizing made she read it as simple as possible. 

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

 
368 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 23-24. 
369 Isnaniyatul Firdausi, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, 
Indirect Interview. (March 132022). 
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1. Over elaboration 

According to Tarone et al In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Over-

elaboration is usually caused by exposure to language acquisition 

strategies that are heavily reliant on reading and writing, to the 

detriment of speaking. In an attempt to produce accurate target 

language utterances, the learner produces unnative like sited and 

formal speech, which may be syntactically accurate but unnatural. 

2. Letter to sound rule confusion  

A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation 

from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of 

English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not because of an 

inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of 

spelling.370 

So, the result of interview the fourth student shows that the 

factors of pronunciation errors of silent letters is reading and 

understanding it make she frequent occurrence of errors and 

memorizing made she read it as simple as possible. When linked to 

the theory above, student are very dependent on reading and writing, 

when students speak there will be difficulties which make it difficult 

to pronounce and student will confusion occurs in the letter to sound 

rules, that its interferes with spelling. 

 
370 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 23-24. 
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e. The fifth student, silent letter is a letter that not spoken. I don’t know 
everything. I can’t not. There is not any all silent letters. The factor is 
because I don’t know how to speak English.371 
 

According to the fifth student, the factor is he don’t know how 

to speak English. 

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Avoidance 

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

2. Interlanguage transfer  

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions.372 

So, the result of interview the fifth student shows that the factors of 

pronunciation errors of silent letters is he don’t know how to speak 

English. When linked to the theory above, student due to transfer 

 
371 Ferdian Dwi Agung Rizky, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, 
Indirect Interview. (March 132022). 
372 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 22-24. 
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between languages, and student tend to avoid these aspects and student 

are very dependent on reading and writing. 

f. The sixth student, silent letter is a letter that is not read. Two silent 
letters that I know. I can not silent letters of T, silent letter of S. The 
reading of the alphabet in English is different from Indonesian, so I 
just speak casually.373 
 

According to the sixth student, the factor is when he reading, the 

alphabet in English is different from Indonesian.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

3. Letter to sound rule confusion  

 
373 Moh Fahrur Rozi, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, Indirect 
Interview. (March 132022). 
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A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation 

from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of 

English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not because of an 

inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of 

spelling.374 

So, the result of interview the sixth student shows that the factors 

of pronunciation errors of silent letters is when he reading, the 

alphabet in English is different from Indonesian. When linked to the 

theory above, due to transfer between languages, student tend to 

avoid these aspects and student are very dependent on reading and 

writing, and student will have difficulty pronouncing English 

correctly and confusion occurs in the letter to sound rules, that its 

interferes with spelling.   

g. The seventh student, silent letter is an informal term for certain 
unread letters in English word. I don’t know , some can and some 
cannot. For example: in character writing, I can read the letter “h” in 
the middle of the word. For example in scissors writing, I find it 
difficult to read the letter “c” in the middle of the word. Because in 
Indonesia, most of the words after a consonant have a vowel. So 
when there are two consonants that are fused (no vowels) it becomes 
difficult to read them. Moreover, the pronounciation of Indonesian 
language and English language is different.375 
 

According to the seventh student, the factor is when he reading, 

the alphabet in English is different from Indonesian. 

 
374 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 18-20. 
375Nur Aisyiyah , The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, Indirect 
Interview. (March 132022). 
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Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

3. Letter to sound rule confusion  

A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation 

from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of 

English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not because of an 

inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of 

spelling.376 

 
376 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
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So, the result of interview the seventh student shows that the factors 

of pronunciation errors of silent letters is when he reading, the alphabet 

in English is different from Indonesian. When linked to the theory above, 

due to transfer between languages, student tend to avoid these aspects 

and student are very dependent on reading and writing, and student will 

have difficulty pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the 

letter to sound rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

h. The eight student, silent letter are letters that are not read. Five words 
silent letters some a word silent letters of C, silent letters of D. I don't 
really respond to the teacher when I speak English so when I practice 
speaking I can't speak English with the correct pronunciation.377 

 
According to the eighth student, the factor is when he reading, the 

alphabet in English is different from Indonesian.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Avoidance 

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

2. Interlanguage transfer  

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 
 

377 Rofi Aldi Efendi, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, Indirect 
Interview. (March 132022). 
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phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions.378 

So, the result of interview the eighth student shows that the factors of 

pronunciation errors of silent letters is when he reading, the alphabet in 

English is different from Indonesian. When linked to the theory above, 

due to transfer between languages, student tend to avoid these aspects 

and student are very dependent on reading and writing, and student will 

have difficulty pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the 

letter to sound rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

i. The ninth student silent letters that are not read when spoken. Five 
silent letters I know. Five teen silent letters. I can as long as I learn it 
first. Silent letter of E. silent letter of G. silent letter The words are 
very difficult for me because the letters are pronounced differently 
when speaking.379 
 

According to the ninth student, the factor is he felt difficult the 

letters of pronounce differently when speaking.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

 
378 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
379 Moh Marzuki Al farisi, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, 
Indirect Interview. (March 132022). 
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two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

3. Letter to sound rule confusion  

A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation 

from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of 

English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not because of an 

inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of 

spelling.380 

So, the result of interview the ninth student shows that the factors of 

pronunciation errors of silent letters is he felt difficult the letters of 

pronounce differently when speaking. When linked to the theory above, 

due to transfer between languages, student tend to avoid these aspects 

and student are very dependent on reading and writing, and student will 

have difficulty pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the 

letter to sound rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

 
380 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
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j. The tenth student, silent letters are combinations of letters that are not 
normally pronounced in the pronounciation of a single word. Four 
silent letters A, b,c,g. yes, can. Silent letter b,silent letter Gh. The 
factor is because of the different sound system between Indonesian 
and English. So when our local language is more dominant than 
English which causes difficulties in pronouncing words that contain 
letters that do not sound (silent letters).381 
 

According to the tenth student, the factor is different sound 

system between Indonesian and English.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

3. Letter to sound rule confusion  

 
381Lastri Indasari, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, Indirect 
Interview. (March 132022). 
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A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic orthography, 

often learn to speak English through reading and writing and 

consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation from the 

orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of English lexis 

may result in mispronunciation, not because of an inability to 

produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of spelling.382 

So, the result of interview the tenth student shows that the factors of 

pronunciation errors of silent letters is different sound system between 

Indonesian and English. When linked to the theory above, due to transfer 

between languages, student tend to avoid these aspects and student are 

very dependent on reading and writing, and student will have difficulty 

pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the letter to sound 

rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

k. The eleventh student, silent letter is alphabet that are not normally 
pronounced in a word. I don’t know. I can not.I don’t know.  I don’t 
know. In my opinion, one of the factors is the way of pronouncing 
which is quite complicated because when he speaks it is different 
from what he writes.383 
 

According to the eleventh student, the factor is different sound 

pronouncing between speaks with what writes.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 
 

382 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
383Moh Imam Sajarwandi, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, 
Indirect Interview. (March 132022). 
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to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

3. Letter to sound rule confusion  

A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic 

orthography, often learn to speak English through reading and 

writing and consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation 

from the orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of 

English lexis may result in mispronunciation, not because of an 

inability to produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of 

spelling.384 

So, the result of interview the eleventh student shows that the factors 

of pronunciation errors of silent letters is different sound pronouncing 

between speaks with what writes. When linked to the theory above, due 

to transfer between languages, student tend to avoid these aspects and 

student are very dependent on reading and writing, and student will have 

 
384 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
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difficulty pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the 

letter to sound rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

l. The twelfth student, silent letter is not read. I don’t know. I can not. I 
don’t know. All silent letters. The fact is that I don't know how to 
read it because the text when it is used to speak is different and I 
don't know what differences in words to keep silent.385 
 

According to the twelfth student, the factor is different sound 

pronouncing between speaks with what writes.  

Based on the Carey in Hepy Yudho Hartono theory,That is 

classified into two factors, including: 

1. Interlanguage transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, 

their relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability 

to disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 

phonemes and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because 

two language may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but 

are produced by differing articulatory motions. 

2. Avoidance  

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is 

a general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production 

that they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies 

may be employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic 

level.  

3. Letter to sound rule confusion  

 
385 Salman Hasanuddin, The Student of Senior High School Darut Thalibin Ponteh Village, 
Indirect Interview. (March 132022). 
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A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic orthography, 

often learn to speak English through reading and writing and 

consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation from the 

orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of English lexis 

may result in mispronunciation, not because of an inability to 

produce the phonemes, but due to the interference of spelling.386 

So, the result of interview the twelfth student shows that the factors 

of pronunciation errors of silent letters is different sound pronouncing 

between speaks with what writes. When linked to the theory above, due 

to transfer between languages, student tend to avoid these aspects and 

student are very dependent on reading and writing, and student will have 

difficulty pronouncing English correctly and confusion occurs in the 

letter to sound rules, that its interferes with spelling.   

Based on the results of interview above, it can be seen that the 

factors make pronounciation errors of silent letters students have 

difficulty with correct pronounciation. They also said that they were not 

familiar with the pronounciation of the silent letter and when the English 

teacher gave an explanation and practiced it.Some of them did not 

understand what the teacher was saying. 

 
386 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 19-24. 
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B. Discussion of Research 

In this section the researcher discussion based on the finding research 

that’s about the pronounciation errors of silent letters on the XII graders at 

the Darut Thalibin Senior High School, Ponteh village. There are two 

research focuses that will be discussed in this section, namely : what are the 

pronounciation errors of silent letter made by the XII graders at the Darut 

Thalibin, Senior High School, Ponteh village and what are the factors XII 

graders often have pronounciation errors of silent letters.  

1. What are the pronunciation errors of silent letters made by the 

XII graders At The Darut Thalibin Senior High School, Ponteh 

Village 

Based on the result, pronunciation errors of silent letters made by 

the XII graders At the Darut Thalibin Senior High School, Ponteh 

Village. There are fifteen students in senior high school Darut 

Thalibin, Ponteh Village. Of fifteen students each individual made 

error in English pronunciation of silent letters.  

From the word knock and knee 25% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, most of the students do not accurately 

pronounce the silent letter ‘k’ clearly and result in pronunciation 

errors.  

From the word subtle and plumber 28% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, the results of the analysis show that the 

silent letter “b” is in the middle of words such as “plumber” and 
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“subtle”, most of the students clearly pronounce the letter “b” which 

should be silent or not sounded.  

From the word fasten and listen 29% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, in the pronunciation of silent letter “t” 

which is in the middle of words such as “fasten” and “listen” most 

students clearly pronounce the letter “t” which should be silent or not 

sounded.  

From the word coup and cupboard 30% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, the results of the analysis show that the 

silent letter “p” is at the end and in the middle of words such as 

“coup” and “cupboard”, most of the students clearly pronounce the 

letter “p” which should be silent or not sounded.  

From the word answer and wrench 30% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, the results of the analysis show that the 

silent letter “w” is in the middle and at the initial of words such as 

“answer” and “wrench”, most of the students clearly pronounce the 

letter “w” which should be silent or not sounded.  

From the word circuit and guilty 30% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, in the pronunciation of silent letter “u” 

which is in the middle of words such as “circuit” and “guilty” most 

students clearly pronounce the letter “u” which should be silent or not 

sounded.  

From the word fight and right 25% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, Most of the students do not accurately 
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pronounce the silent letter ‘gh’ clearly and result in pronunciation 

errors.  

From the word fascinate and descent 24% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, In the pronunciation of silent letter “c” 

which is in the middle of words such as “fascinate” and “descent” 

most students clearly pronounce the letter “c” which should be silent 

or not sounded.  

From the word wedge and badge 19% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, from the results of the analysis show that 

the silent letter “d” is in the middle of words such as “wedge” and 

“badge”, most of the students clearly pronounce the letter “d” which 

should be silent or not sounded.  

From the word talk and calm 24% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, in the pronunciation of silent letter “l” 

which is in the middle of words such as “talk” and “calm” most 

students clearly pronounce the letter “l” which should be silent or not 

sounded.  

From the word damn and column 15% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter, Most of the students do not accurately 

pronounce the silent letter “n” clearly and result in pronunciation 

errors.  

From the word island and aisle 29% of students are error in 

pronouncing the silent letter. From the results of the analysis show 

that the silent letter “s” is in the middle of words such as “island” and 
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“aisle”, most of the students clearly pronounce the letter “s” which 

should be silent or not sounded.  

It refers to the theory a list of common letter combinations with 

silent letters in alphabetical order. This list contains most of the silent 

letter that give English as a second language students difficulties. 

a. Silent K 

K is not pronounced when followed by N at the beginning of a 

word.  

b. Silent B 

B is not pronounced when following M at the end of a word. 

c. Silent T 

T is not pronounced in these common words. 

d. Silent P 

P is not pronounced at the beginning of many words using the 

suffix “psych” and “pneu”. 

e. Silent W 

W is not pronounced at the beginning of a word followed by an R. 

f. Silent U 

U is not pronounced before after G and before a vowel. 

g. Silent GH 

GH is not pronounced before T and at the end of many words. 

h. Silent C 

C is not pronounced in the ending.  

i. Silent D 
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D is not pronounced in the following common words. 

j. Silent L 

L is often not pronounced before L, D, F, M, K. 

k. Silent N 

N is not pronounced following M at the end of a word. 

l. Silent S 

S is not pronounced before L in the following words.387 

m. Silent A 

Letter A can be silent especially in words that end in middle 

position. 

n. Silent E  

Letter E can often be silent at the end of a word in final position. 

Can also be silent at the end in ed. 

o. Silent G 

Silent G it is often silent after the letter I and also often be silent 

before letter n in initial position. 

m. Silent H 

Silent H often silent too when it’s following w in initial position 

and sometimes its not pronounced at the start of a word.  

n. Silent  I 

Silent I also has silent letter too in middle position.  

o. Silent M 

 
387 Bishnu Pramguru Mahapatra, 3036-3039.  
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Silent m is extremely rare in English and occurs only initial 

preceding n.388 

Furthermore, according to Ursula Dubosarsky, roughly in 

English module of University of Bejaja, said that 60 percent of 

words in English have a silent letter in them. Then, Edward 

Carney added that classified into two kinds of silent letters. They 

are auxiliary letters (th, sh, zh, ng, gh) and dummy letters. 

Dummy letters have two subgroups; inert letters (g) and empty 

letters (b, c, h, ch, k, d, l, m, n, p, t, w, u).389 

So, the result shows that the some students did not pronounce 

the letter correctly. As the theory above the letter belongs to 

auxiliary letters and empty letters.   

2. What are the factors XII graders often have pronunciation errors 

of silent letters 

Based on the results, the factors make pronounciation errors of 

silent letters students have difficulty with correct pronounciation. They 

said that they were not familiar with the pronounciation of the silent 

letter and when reading of the alphabet in English is different from 

Indonesian, so they just speak casually. 

There are some factors that influence students in pronouncing error 

of silent letters, namely the difference in the sound system between 

their mother tongue and English, and finding it difficult to pronounce 

silent letters correctly.  

 
388 Dhea Agisnandea. 33-36. 
389 English Module, University of Bejaja Department of technology, 1-2.  
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Mother tongue which greatly influences the acquisition of a second 

language. This study provides evidence that there is mother tongue 

interference on second language acquisition as shown in the analysis of 

student pronounciation. It is clear that students use the sound system of 

the mother tongue.  

The difference in pronunciation with Indonesian causes many 

students are not be able to pronounce the silent letter in English which 

refers to the following theory; 

Based on the Ramelan in Deliana Simamata and Hilman Pardele 

states that Indonesian learners often face some difficulties in learning 

English, especially in its pronunciation system. When a baby starts to 

talks, he does it by listening to the sound of his mother and he will 

automatically imitate his mother. He has been used to speaking his 

mother  tongue since childhood. This mother tongue has been deeply 

implanted in him as parts of habits.Moreover he says that it will be 

difficult for him to change the habit of moving his speech organs in 

such a ways as to produce the foreign sounds.390 

Based on the Carey In Hepy Yudo Hartono, there are ten 

interlanguage phonology sources of L2 pronunciation errors: 

a. Interlanguage Transfer 

When a language learners attemps to produce an L2 sound, their 

relative success at approaching the target reliant on their ability to 

disassociate their L2 utterance from their repertoire of L1 phonemes 

 
390Deliana Simarmata, HIlman Pardele, 9. 
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and allophones. Disassociation is often necessary because two language 

may contain sounds, which seem to be the same but are produced by 

differing articulatory motions. 

b. Phonological Universal 

According to Altenberg and Vago In Hepy Yudo Hartono, many 

studies have been undertaken to determine the degree of difficulty in 

acquisition of the various elements of L2 phonology based on ‘marked 

ness’ theory of universals. 

c. Avoidance 

According to Schachter In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Avoidance is a 

general tendency for learners to avoid those aspects of production that 

they know to be problematic from them. Avoidance strategies may be 

employed at the grammatical as well as at the phonemic level.  

At the phonemic level, a typical example of avoidance is the 

avoidance of using words, which contain difficult at pronounce 

phonemes such as /v/. Therefore, the speaker may  give a false 

impression of the extended of their phonemic pronunciation errors by 

avoiding the use of words such as very.  

d. Over-Generalization 

Richards In Hepy Yudo Hartono, over-generalization is described 

as the application of a newly learnt target language rule to an 

inappropriate from or context. For example, pitch, duration, and 

intensity as features of stress being used to often to highlight every 

content word in an utterance.  
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According to Tarone et al In Hepy Yudo Hartono, Over-elaboration 

is usually caused by exposure to language acquisition strategies that are 

heavily reliant on reading and writing, to the detriment of speaking. In 

an attempt to produce accurate target language utterances, the learner 

produces unnative like sited and formal speech, which may be 

syntactically accurate but unnatural.391 

e. Hypercorrection or Overcompensation 

Wardhaugh In Hepy Yudo Hartono, This phenomenon can be 

found to occur after students have become aware of a negative transfer 

effect and rises from the strategy they employ to deal with this. For 

example, Indonesian does not posses the CV /∫I:/ (she) but does contain 

the CV /si:/ (see), so the expected negative transfer effect is the 

production of /si:/ (see) for the word she. An Indonesian English 

learners may realize that the sound /s/ and /∫/ must be distinguished 

before the vowel /i:/ in the L2 but has not learnt exactly when to do this. 

The learner therefore acquires the notions of /∫/ + /i:/ is not allowed in 

English and applies it even when it necessary in the production of the 

word she. Thus, the learners overcompensates and produces /si:/ instead 

of /∫i:/.  

f. Elision and Epenthesis 

Elision is the noun-articulation of a sound and epenthesis the 

addition of a sound to a word in the L2. Both are a negative transfer 

effect of phonotatic constraints in the L1.  

 
391 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 18-20. 
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g. Stylistic Variation 

Bolinger In Hepy Yudo Hartono, variation is style of speech occur 

according to psycholinguistic factors such as the situation, the context, 

the addresses (s) and the location. In the gathering of speech data, 

factors which may effect the authenticity of the data are: the self 

consciousness felt by the subject and the pressure to perform in the 

situation of a studio recording; unfamiliarity with the context or lexis of 

the test sentences; the pressure to achieve a ‘good result’ for the 

addressee (the tester); and the artificial environmentand discomfort 

associated with remaining still in a recording studio.  

h. Letter to Sound Rule Confusion 

A learner of English, who’s L1 contains a phonemic orthography, 

often learn to speak English through reading and writing and 

consequently attempt to interpret English pronunciation from the 

orthography. The inconsistent letter to sound rules of English lexis may 

result in mispronunciation, not because of an inability to produce the 

phonemes, but due to the interference of spelling.  

i. The Developmental Model 

This modal of language acquisition suggest that there are 

significant parallels between the replacement strategies employed by 

infant L1 learners of English and infant-adult L2 learner of English. 

Flege and Davidian In Hepy Yudo Hartono, across a variety of 

nationalities of L2 English learners have revealed replacement 

strategies for the production of new phone in L2, which are similar to 
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the substitution strategies found in the L1 speech of infants. This model 

therefore suggest there is a hierarchy for substitution of new phonemes 

(consonants), which is sequential and consistent (perhaps universal) 

across all language.  

j. Significant Errors: Current Views 

Jennifer Jenkins In Hepy Yudo Hartono, outlines the need for a 

change in pronunciation modification priorities from system based on a 

native model of pronunciation towards a system that modifies the 

errors, which impede communication across an international context. 

The motivation for this new system of priorities stems from the 

assumption that non-native speaker will spend more time speaking to 

other non-native speaker of English, than to native speakers owing to 

the fact that there are now far more non-native speakers of English in 

the world than native speakers. This is particularly the case for EFL 

learners who usually return their own countries after studying abroad.392 

Interlanguage transfer is also one of the factors where students 

receive many different languages with different speech articulations. So 

that students pronounce the language as they know it. 

From these results it can be concluded that students make error 

because they do not know to pronounce silent letters correctly and only 

some students pronounce them correctly from the twenty-four silent 

letters given by the researcher to the students because of the the 

differences berween Indonesian and English pronounciation system. 

 
392 Hepy Yudo Hartono, 21-23.  
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There are belongs to interlanguage transfer, avoidance, over 

elaboration, and letter to sound rule confusion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


